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5

Abstract6

Congestion control in wireless networks is strongly dependent on the dynamics and instability7

of wireless links. It is known that TCP experiences serious performance degradation problems8

in wireless networks. New approaches based on TCP try to overcome these problems but,9

although their performance is increased, they incur in congestion control errors, since they do10

not evaluate accurately the capacity and available link bandwidth in wireless networks. This is11

also the case of TCP-AP (Adaptive Pacing) that, although presenting clear advantages in12

wireless networks when compared to other TCP-based approaches, its performance is still13

lower than rate-based approaches. In this paper we propose a new congestion control protocol14

based in TCP-AP, the Wireless Enhanced TCP-AP (WE TCPAP).This protocol relies on the15

MAC layer information gathere by a new method to accurately estimate the available16

bandwidth and the path capacity over a wireless network path. The new congestion control17

mechanism is evaluated in different scenarios in wireless mesh and ad-hoc networks, and18

compared against several approaches for wireless congestion control. It is shown that the new19

WE TCP-AP outperforms the base TCP-AP, with a more stable behavior and better channel20

utilization, and its performance gets close to the one of ratebased protocols. This is a very21

important result, as we show that TCP-based approaches are still able to have good22

performance in wireless mesh and ad-hoc networks.23

24

Index terms— CP-AP congestion control available bandwidth path capacity node count fair share25
performance wireless networks. cp-ap congestion control available ban26

1 I. Introduction27

ireless networks have major factors that limit their performance, such as limited capacity and available bandwidth28
[5]. This results in severe congestion collapses. The support of a congestion control scheme that provides an29
efficient and accurate sharing of the underlying network capacity among multiple competing applications is30
crucial to the efficiency and stability of wireless networks. Actively using link capacity and available bandwidth31
for congestion control will surely make these networks more efficient. Link capacity can vary due to a variety of32
factors, such as handoffs, channel allocation and, of course, channel quality. In [25] we proposed a new mechanism33
for measuring wireless link capacity and available bandwidth, called rt-Winf. rt-Winf uses the information already34
present in the network and available at the MAC layer to accurately determine the link capacity and available35
bandwidth. Another important characteristic of rt-Winf is that it can be used by any existing wireless equipment36
through a cross-layer shared database.37

To address the congestion control problems of wireless networks, new congestion control techniques have been38
proposed, through TCP-based (AIMD -Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) and Ratebased schemes. In39
[12] we proposed new rate based congestion control protocols, based on eXplicit Congestion Protocol (XCP) [20]40
and Rate Control Protocol (RCP) [16], with link capacity and available bandwidth estimation through rt-Winf.41
The performance of these protocols is increased when compared to available wireless-enabled congestion control42
approaches. Although these protocols can work together with TCP, they are not able to inter-operate in an43
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2 II. RELATED WORK

end-to-end system. Therefore, it is very important to develop a TCP-based approach that is able to efficiently44
work in wireless based environments, and that can provide comparable performance to rate-based approaches.45

The Transmission Control Protocol with Adaptive Pacing (TCP-AP) [17] is a congestion control mechanism46
based on TCP [23], specifically designed for ad-hoc multi-hop wireless networks, being one of the wireless-enabled47
TCP protocols with better performance. TCP-AP uses a hybrid scheme between a pure rate-based transmission48
control and TCP’s use of the congestion window. However, TCP-AP, as studied in [12], is very conservative49
and does not use very efficiently the medium. TCP-AP relies only on a 4-hop propagation delay technique to50
evaluate the link available bandwidth and capacity, not taking into consideration all the factors that influence51
link evaluation. New simulation results, presented in this paper, conducted in wireless ad-hoc scenarios, clearly52
show that TCP-AP lacks of efficiency and is not using correctly the medium; it is not evaluating correctly the53
parameters that are real constraints in such networks.54

In this paper, an enhanced version of the work in [10], we propose a new approach to improve TCP-AP55
behavior, based on the integration of the on-line capacity and available bandwidth estimation technique, rt-56
Winf, with TCP-AP through a cross layer approach. Simulation results show that the rt-Winf integration is57
improving TCP-AP performance. However, it still reflects some of TCP-AP flaws, especially concerning fairness58
and the fact that it does not use the entire network information, as it relies on the knowledge of only 4 hop59
propagation delay. Thus, it is also important to improve its operations with the knowledge of all nodes along the60
path contending for available bandwidth and capacity, introducing the fairness factor and the network interaction61
behavior. Therefore, we propose a new approach to take this information into account. New simulation results62
show that the consideration of the node path effect and the integration of rt-Winf clear improve base TCP-63
AP performance. The simulation results were conducted on both ad-hoc and mesh wireless networks. These64
considerations represent a significant step towards congestion control in wireless networks, as they show that65
TCP-based schemes are able to efficiently work in these wireless adverse environments.66

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Next section, section II, briefly presents the related work67
on congestion control mechanisms for wireless networks. Section III briefly describes the rt-Winf mechanism.68
Section IV presents a first evaluation of TCP-AP and addresses main TCP-AP problems. Then, section V69
describes how rt-Winf is integrated with TCPAP, and section VI presents a new approach for the node path70
contention count effect. Section VII depicts and discusses the results obtained through simulation, using mesh71
and adhoc scenarios with different characteristics. Finally, section VIII presents the conclusions and future work.72

2 II. Related Work73

New efforts have been made to improve congestion control in wireless networks. The Wireless Control Protocol74
(WCP) [24], WCP with Capacity Estimation (WCPCap) [24], Cooperative Neighborhood Airtime-limiting (CNA)75
[19], HOP [21], EZ-Flow [9] and Neighborhood Random Early Detection (NRED) [28] are some examples.76

TCP, as the most used congestion control protocol, has also been the underlying development for some77
congestion mechanisms in wireless environments, such as TCP-AP [17]. More recent developments, based on78
rate based congestion protocols, like the eXplicit Control Protocol (XCP) [20] and the Rate Control Protocol79
(RCP) [16], are XCP-b [4], XCP-Winf [11] and RCP-Winf [11].80

WCP is an AIMD-based rate-control protocol for multi-hop wireless networks. WCP was designed with81
the goal to be used on networks with arbitrary traffic pattern. During congestion, WCP signals all flows in82
a neighborhood of congestion and sets the control interval to the maximum Round Trip Time (RTT) of any83
flow in the neighborhood. WCP explicitly exchanges congestion information within a neighborhood, and all84
nodes within the neighborhood mark packets with congestion indicators, triggering rate reductions at the source.85
neighborhood, and divides this capacity to contending flows. With WCPCap it is evident that considering wireless86
congestion collectively over a neighborhood of a link is essential to any future design of wireless congestion control.87
WCPCap uses a sophisticated stochastic model for estimating the achievable rate region, given packet loss rates,88
topology, and flow information. It then allocates the achievable capacity fairly across flows, sending feedback to89
the sources.90

CNA is a hybrid approach, in that it explicitly allocates the channel resources, but provides only imprecise91
feedback to the source. CNA achieves efficient airtime allocation by distributing available airtime within a92
wireless neighborhood, then monitoring the air utilization and dynamically redistributing unused airtime to93
improve overall airtime usage. The authors of CNA claim that it achieves transparency, low overhead, and94
responsiveness. CAN considers airtime to be the fraction of the time that a wireless link can occupy the shared95
channel; it does not consider, however, the time a node is waiting to transmit.96

HOP is a clean-slate design of hop-by-hop congestion control. HOP tries to use reliable per-hop block transfer97
as a building block. HOP is referred by its authors as: fast, because it eliminates many sources of overhead as98
well as noisy end-to end rate control; robust to partitions and route changes, because of hopby-hop control as99
well as in-network caching; and simple, because it obviates complex end-to-end rate control as well as complex100
interactions between the transport and link layers.101

EZ-Flow is a back-pressure congestion control mechanism which does not require explicit signaling. A back-102
pressure mechanism flow control allows loss-free transmission by having gateways verify that the next gateway has103
sufficient buffer space available before sending data, thus EZ-Flow is a cooperative congestion control. EZ-flow104
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operates by adapting the minimum congestion window parameter at each relay node, based on an estimation of105
the buffer occupancy at its successor node in the mesh.106

NRED identifies a subset of flows which share channel capacity with flows passing through a congested node.107
However, it identifies only a subset of contending flows: it misses flows that traverse 2-hop neighbors of a node108
without traversing its 1-hop neighbors. Moreover, the mechanism to regulate the traffic rates on these flows is109
quite a bit complex (it involves estimating a neighborhood queue size and using RED-style marking on packets110
in this queue). NRED has an important disadvantage, being intimately tied to a particular queue management111
technique (RED) and requires special hardware for channel monitoring.112

TCP-AP uses a 4-hop propagation delay technique, and it considers a hybrid scheme between a113

3 E114

WCPCap is a distributed rate controller that estimates the available capacity within each pure rate-based115
transmission control and TCP’s use of the congestion window to trigger new data packets to be sent into the116
network. A TCP sender adaptively sets its transmission rate using an estimate of the current 4hop propagation117
delay and the coefficient of variation of recently measured round-trip times. The 4-hop propagation delay describes118
the time elapsed between transmitting a TCP packet by the TCP source node, and receiving the packet at the119
node which lies 4 hops apart from the source node along the path to the destination.120

XCP-b is a XCP based congestion control mechanism, as it tries to extend XCP for shared-access, multi-rate121
wireless networks by calculating, using very complex heuristics, the available bandwidth of the wireless channel.122
XCP-b uses indirect parameters such as queue sizes and the number of link layer retransmissions to obtain123
the desired measurements. XCP-b major drawback is that it becomes inefficient over highly dynamic wireless124
networks. In wireless environments with few nodes and less mobility, XCP-b can obtain good performance results125
in terms of stability, fairness, and convergence.126

XCP-Winf and RCP-Winf are two new congestion control mechanisms that use MAC layer information127
through a cross layer communication process. The rt-Winf algorithm performs link capacity and available128
bandwidth calculations without interfering in the network dynamics, and without increasing network overhead;129
these parameters are then passed to the congestion control mechanisms based on explicit congestion notifications,130
XCP and RCP, to accurately determine the network status and act accordingly. The evaluation results of XCP-131
Winf and RCPWinf, obtained through ns2 [1] simulations, show that the rt-Winf algorithm improves significantly132
XCP and RCP behavior making them more efficient and stable. In [12] it was shown that these rate-based133
approaches have better performance in wireless scenarios when compared to TCP-based approaches. In this134
paper we will work on the enhancement of TCP-based approaches to target a Table I qualitatively compares the135
previous referred mechanisms along some dimensions. We will then work with TCPAP protocol, being the one136
TCPbased, and providing good performance when compared to other similar approaches.137

4 III. Rt-Winf Description138

The rt-Winf mechanism has been inspired by IdleGap [7], but with the purpose to mitigate IdleGap main issues139
and problems, and also with the intention to be compatible with all systems and being able to determine both140
the link capacity and available bandwidth without overloading the network. rt-Winf does not introduce any141
change to the OSI Model, as opposed to IdleGap, being able to obtain all the necessary times to obtain the path142
capacity and the available bandwidth. Another important aspect of rt-Winf, relatively to IdleGap [7], is that it143
does not use the DataRate value of the IEEE802.11 header [3] as the link capacity estimation.144

This mechanism can be used with the Carrier Sense Multiple Access -Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA) [13]145
Request To Send (RTS)/ Clear To Send (CTS) handshake enabled in the wireless communication or with probe146
packets when RTS/CTS packets are not present. The usage of RTS/CTS handshake is optional, but it is nowadays147
widely supported by all wireless equipments. Its usage, in a traditional wireless network, represents a negligible148
cost in terms of overhead [8]. a) RTS/CTS Packets rt-Winf with RTS/CTS control packets enabled relies on this149
handshake to correctly retrieve the NAV values.150

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the duration field on the IEEE802.11 header, we performed a large number151
of captures ( 200). We concluded that the duration value on data packets is not reliable, because different sized152
packets have always the With the obtained captures, it was possible to realize how each state managed the153
received packets. In the case of the Sender state, the node was able to capture the CTS, DATA and ACK154
packets. A node in the Receiver state was able to capture the RTS and the DATA packets, while a node in155
the Onlooker state was able to capture the complete set of packets: RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK. This different156
knowledge implied the conception of different algorithms for each state. Then, we proposed that each node state157
uses a different method to determine the Idle Rate. In the case of the Sender, it is considered the NAV of the158
CTS packets on the available bandwidth calculation. For the capacity calculation, it is considered the time that159
the channel is busy, that is, the difference between ACK time, CTS time and the duration of the occurred Short160
Inter-Frame Spacing -SIFS (where ACK time is the actual clock time when the ACK packet is Received, and161
CTS time is the clock time when CTS packet is received). The Receiver uses the NAV of the RTS packets to162
obtain the Idle Rate and the difference between the DATA time, RTS time and 3 times SIFS to obtain the163
capacity (where DATA and RTS times are, respectively, the clock time when DATA packet is received and RTS164
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5 B) PROBE PACKETS

packet is received). The On looker uses the NAV value according to the existence, or not, of the RTS packet165
to obtain both the available bandwidth and capacity. If a node in the Onlooker state captures a CTS packet of166
a communication without capturing the RTS packet, this implies that the communication is suffering from the167
hidden nodes problem. Thus, the algorithm will only use the NAV from the CTS packet to retrieve the correct168
values. The total elapsed time represents the difference between the last captured ACK time and the initial time.169
The packet size considered is the DATA packet size. Figure ?? shows the different approaches for each state170
while Figure ?? represents the state diagram of the rt-Winf tool. It is possible to observe each state’s transitions.171
When a CTS packet is captured by the Sender, it starts to evaluate the available bandwidth and capacity, while172
the Receiver starts this process when a RTS packet is received. The Receiver sends the calculated available173
bandwidth and capacity in an ACK packet to the Sender. When the Sender receives the ACK packet with that174
information, from the Receiver, compares it with the available bandwidth and capacity that it has previously175
calculated. If the information received through the ACK packet is lower than the obtained, the sender will use176
the available bandwidth and capacity received in the ACK packet. Otherwise, the sender will transmit using the177
available bandwidth and capacity calculated before. This cooperation is a great improvement when compared to178
IdleGap.179

5 b) Probe Packets180

If RTS/CTS packets are not present, rt-Winf can use probe packets in order to retrieve the transfer time values.181
Probe packets can be sent between nodes. These must be UDP generated packets with altered Frame Control182
IEEE 802.11 header: Type Data and Subtype Reserved. We used packets with Frame Control Type set to 10183
(data) and Subtype to 1001 (Reserved). This way the Sender and the Receiver can successfully differentiate184
these packets from the ordinary data packets. IEEE802.11 standard defines that, for each successfully received185
packet, it must be sent a MAC ACK packet [3]. The whole process is very similar to the one with the RTS/CTS186
handshake.187

The generated packets are used to retrieve the capacity and available bandwidth values, according to Equation188
1 and Equation 2. These packets are only sent before a node wants to start a transmission and in the absence of189
traffic. This allows the system to initially determine the available bandwidth and capacity. Then, the existing190
traffic and the MAC layer ACK will be used to trigger the calculations. As NAV values are not correctly defined191
in DATA packets, rt-Winf uses clock time information to determine the busy time. So, NAV values are not192
considered in this specific implementation with probe packets. To be fully operational, both Sender and Receiver193
must be running the rt-Winf mechanism. (1) where TransferTime is equal to ACKTime?DataTime.194

In a normal VoIP call using G.711 codec [2], the overhead introduced by this mechanism is _1:66%. For a195
flow with more than 1Mbps, the overhead is less than _0:15%.196

IV.197
As TCP-AP tries to retain the end-to-end semantics of TCP, without any modifications on the link and198

routing layers or the need of cross layer information, as opposed to other proposals such as XCP-Winf or XCP-b,199
it is important to understand how it reacts under high density and high dynamic environments. TCPAP was200
developed with the main purpose to improve congestion control in ad-hoc wireless networks.201

TCP-AP is a hybrid scheme that introduces the concept of a 4-hop propagation delay, which is the estimated202
elapsed time between the transmission of a packet by the source and its reception by a node that is 4-hops away.203
This estimation uses the Round Trip Time (2)204

We TCP-AP: Wireless Enhanced TCP-AP TCP-AP EvaluationC = PacketSize Trans f erTime AB = 1 ? ?205
Trans f erTime TotalElapsedTime * C206

control beyond the 4 hops. This is why TCP-AP is considered as a hybrid approach, since it is rate based as207
well as congestion window based.208

In this section, we compare the TCP-AP approach, using ns-2 [1] simulations, against XCP-b, XCP-Winf and209
WCP. As WCP is also an AIMD and rate based approach, it is a good baseline for comparison purposes. The210
network scenario used is an adhoc network with nodes varying from 8 to 256 nodes (8,16, ??2, ??4, ??28, ??56).211
Nodes are distributed randomly throughout the simulation area.212

Flows also vary according to the number of nodes: with 8 nodes we have 4 flows, with 16 nodes we have 8 flows,213
and so on. The routing protocol used is the Destination-Sequence Distance-Vector (DSDV) [22]. The configured214
default transmission range is 250 meters, the default interference range is 500 meters, and the channel data rate215
is 11 Mbps. The performance metrics used are: the throughput, the delay of the transmitted packets, and the216
number of received packets. Each flow presents a FTP application simulating a large file download. The mobility217
is emulated through the ns-2 setdest tool to provide a random node movement pattern. We configure setdest218
with a minimum speed of 10 m/s, a maximum speed of 30 m/s and a topology boundary of 1000x1000 meters.219
All results were obtained from ns-2 trace files, with the help of trace2stats [18] scripts adapted to our own needs.220
All simulations last 300 seconds and the simulations are repeated 30 times with different ns-2 seed values. The221
mean and 95% confidence intervals are presented in the results. From Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 we can222
observe that TCP-AP is the one with the worst results, with a poor performance when compared to the other223
approaches. From the Figures it is possible to observe that TCP-AP presents lower performance results in terms224
of delay, throughput and received packets. This is due to the fact that TCP-AP is not obtaining correctly the225
network’s maximum capacity, thus not avoiding congestion and not using efficiently the medium. TCPAP is over-226
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estimating the available rate producing congestion, As TCPAP rate estimation technique is not using a reliable227
technique to evaluate the medium, the sender is generating more traffic than the medium supports, resulting in228
more packets queued, less packets in transit, hence its throughput is decreased, the delay is increased, and the229
number of received packets is also decreased. Another characteristic of TCP-AP is that it uses the standard230
AIMD process. This process is not suitable for wireless networks as it overloads the wireless channel. This231
behavior in conjunction with the estimation technique of TCP-AP results in inaccurate available bandwidth232
estimations and higher delays.233

We can then conclude that TCP-AP is not evaluating correctly and not using efficiently the available bandwidth234
along the path, obtaining poor throughput and behaving very conservatively, resulting in a low number of received235
packets and high delay. TCP-AP is also not considering a fair share of the bandwidth to all flows, not using236
correctly the medium and having a significant degradation of performance.237

From Figure 3 it is possible to conclude that XCP-Winf is using accurately the available bandwidth and link238
capacity information from the MAC layer, improving significantly network performance: it uses more efficiently239
the medium, resulting in better delay values. XCP-Winf, being a rate-based protocol, where bandwidth and240
capacity estimation is based on the MAC layer information, and providing node cooperation, it can effectively241
and quickly adapt to the links conditions, thus, improving network performance and making the network behave242
more fairly.243

From the presented results, it is also possible to observe that WCP has better overall results than TCP-AP.244
WCP has a rate control mechanism that reacts explicitly to congestion, and a cooperative communication process245
between neighbor nodes that make WCP to react more efficiently to the network conditions, allowing to have a246
better medium usage.247

XCP-b results are better than the ones obtained by TCPAP. However, its results are worse than the ones248
obtained by XCP-Winf and WCP. XCP-b, although a rate-based congestion control scheme, it uses complex249
heuristics based on measuring indirect quantities like queue sizes and the number of link layer retransmissions, to250
estimate the available capacity. Those direct measures are overestimating the available capacity and bandwidth,251
specially when the network is heavily utilized, resulting in performance degradation and instable behavior. This252
is shown by the good XCP-b results when the number of flows is relatively small.253

Although TCP-AP scheme is a hybrid scheme of sender rate control and congestion control, TCP-AP is based254
on two assumptions: the rate control mechanism is efficient and the contention and spatial reuse is accurate.255
These assumptions may not be effective in some network topologies. This assumption is clearly not effective256
in high mobility wireless scenarios. The conservativeness of TCP-AP is observed in its throughput (Figure 3)257
results and received packets (Figure 5). While having good throughput results, they are obtained with less258
received packets. This is a consequence of using the hybrid scheme for congestion control.259

TCP-AP is not using information from the MAC layer: it relies on the transmission of packets at the transport260
layer. This principle is failing effectively to transmit packets at the MAC layer, making it reacting with poor261
performance in terms of received packets. As TCP-AP is not relying in an effective available bandwidth and link262
capacity estimation mechanisms at the MAC layer, the sender assumes that the bandwidth of all links in the263
path is the same and the medium usage is clearly not efficient. Due to its 4 hop propagation delay assumption,264
TCP-AP available bandwidth and link capacity estimation is not considering the nodes along the route path,265
which are the nodes that contend from the available bandwidth along the path. This is specially relevant when266
we are dealing with a high density and high mobility network, introducing inaccuracy and lack of fairness on the267
TCP-AP performance.268

6 V. Tcp-ap with Rt-Winf269

The base TCP-AP considers network and transport layer information (RTT values) for its capacity and available270
bandwidth estimations. This technique is not very accurate introducing inefficiency to the congestion control271
process. This was already shown in wired networks, in works [15] and [6], which introduced packet dispersion272
to analyze the capacity and available bandwidth estimations. This problem is even increased when dealing with273
wireless networks, since their variation and instability increase.274

We claim that it is important to have a crosslayer approach for bandwidth and link capacity estimation:275
using information provided by several layers, including the MAC layer, it is expected that the congestion control276
mechanism is more reliable and effective. Therefore, we propose TCP-AP with rt-Winf, which relies on the main277
functioning principles of TCP-AP, but uses information provided by rt-Winf [25] to determine the link capacity278
and available bandwidth.279

As rt-Winf obtains the link capacity and available bandwidth in the MAC layer, this information has to be280
accessed by TCPAP through a cross-layer communication process. One example of such crosslayer communication281
process is the MobileMan [14] cross-layered network stack. This communication system uses a shared database282
architecture, with a set of methods to get/insert information from/in the database accessible by all protocol283
layers.284

Our approach, when compared to the base TCP-AP, changes the way each node calculates the 4hop delay285
(FHD) and the average packet queuing delay per node (t q ), with the rt-Winf link capacity and available286
bandwidth values. Thus, (3) where T RTT represents the RTT value, h represents the number of hops between287
the sender and receiver, Sdata is the size of the data packet and Sack is the size of the ACK packet. Finally,288
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9 VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

CWin f corresponds to the rt-Winf link capacity. The previous equation allows to update the 4-hop delay (FHD)289
by: (4) where AB Winf is the rt-Winf available bandwidth.290

Considering that a high density and high mobility network suffers from a large number of collisions, rt-Winf291
mechanism was updated with the effect of collision probability. Notice that rt-Winf works on the IEEE 802.11292
[3] MAC layer that uses the Distribution Coordination Function (DCF) as the access method. This function is293
based on the CSMA-CA principle, in which a host wishing to transmit senses the channel, waits for a period294
of time, and then transmits if the medium is still free. If the packet is correctly received, the receiving host295
sends an ACK frame after another fixed period of time. If the ACK frame is not received by the sending host,296
a collision is assumed to have occurred. Therefore, to improve efficiency and reliability of TCPAP with rt-Winf,297
collision probability is accounted for. When a sender cannot transmit due to collision, the back off mechanism298
is activated. This mechanism is also consuming bandwidth that is not really used by the channel. This unused299
channel contention bandwidth can be allocated as an extra bandwidth. This extra bandwidth, C extra , is defined300
by:301
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We TCP-AP: Wireless Enhanced TCP-APt q = 1 2 ( T RT T h ? S data ? S ack C Win f ) FHD = 4 × (t q304

+ S data AB Win f ) (5)305
where T DIFS is the IEEE 802.11 DCF Inter frame Space, T backo f f is the medium backoff time, T m is the306

time between the transmission of two packets and W is the channel bit rate. The collision probability (P c ) can307
then be defined as 1-C extra . Applying this result to the rt-winf inference mechanism, the available bandwidth308
(AB) becomes:309

(6)310

8 VI.311

In a wireless network, nodes along a multi-hop path (NP) contend among themselves for access to the medium,312
i.e, they contend for available bandwidth. To obtain the contention of nodes along the path, it is important313
to know the contention count of each node. The contention count at a node is the number of nodes on the314
multi-hop path that are located within carrier sensing range of the given node, and can be obtained as described315
in [26]. Considering that TCP-AP only implements adaptive pacing at the sender side, available bandwidth and316
capacity estimation must take into consideration nodes along the path between the source and the sink, that is,317
the bandwidth contending successors and predecessors on the route path. However, this is not true in TCP-AP,318
since it is considering only 4-hop neighborhood for these contending estimations. Therefore, to eliminate this319
inaccuracy, we changed TCP-AP with rt-Winf to use a coefficient (R is the unused bandwidth) that represents320
the proportion of bandwidth contention among other nodes on the path, thus, maximizing the throughput while321
guaranteeing fairness. If we consider NP as all nodes along the path and if NP?1 is equal or less than 4, then322
TCP-AP with rt-Winf is kept unchanged; if NP?1 is higher than 4, then the FHD equation, now called the hop323
delay (HD) is updated to: Where then,324

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of an WE TCP-AP source node.325
As R represents the unused bandwidth due to node contention and queue management along the path, it326

introduces the fairness factor allowing an improved fair share of the available bandwidth among all contending327
nodes, not only the ones within the 4-hop propagation delay, improving WE TCP-AP behavior and making it328
behave more accurately.329

9 VII. Simulation Results330

This section presents simulation results of our proposed congestion control mechanism. The results are obtained331
using the ns-2 simulator [1]. The underlying rt-Winf mechanism is configured with enabled RTS/CTS/ACK332
handshake packets. The proposed mechanism is evaluated against the base TCP-AP protocol, WCP and XCP-333
Winf. Two different scenarios were used: the same ad-hoc scenario presented in section V, and a wireless mesh334
topology scenario that is presented to understand how the new proposals behave under different conditions. This335
scenario is336

AP. Again, all simulations last 300 seconds and the simulations are repeated 30 times with different ns-2 seed337
values. The mean and 95% confidence intervals are presented in the results.338

We TCP-AP: Wireless Enhanced TCP-AP Wireless Enhanced TCP-AP -we TCP-APAB = P c × AB Win f339
? AB = ( 1 ?C extra W ) × AB Win f HD = FHD × R R = 1 + 1 NP W HD = 4 × ( NP + 1 NP ×W ) × (t340
q + S data AB Win f )341

a) TCP-AP with rt-Winf Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the performance metrics for the mesh topology342
scenario. From the observation of the results, it is possible to conclude that TCP-AP with rt-Winf integrated343
clearly improves TCP-AP performance behavior, but its performance is still below the one of XCP-Winf. TCP-344
AP with rt-Winf is only taking into consideration rt-Winf information for the last 4 hop nodes; TCP-AP, as345
opposed to XCP-Winf, uses the standard behavior of TCP for the other hops of the network, considering that346
all links have the same bandwidth.347
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Another important drawback of TCP-AP with rt-Winf is the fact that it does not have a fairness module,348
resulting in a more conservative and less fair operation. The fairness module is a native mechanism used by349
XCP-Winf. As TCP-AP with rt-Winf uses, in most of its functioning, the standard AIMD process of TCP and is350
not entirely using the available information between the source and the sink, its results are not similar to the ones351
of XCP-Winf. XCP-Winf also relies on the overall node path interaction, using a cooperative approach to obtain352
the best available bandwidth and link capacity usage. In TCP-AP with rt-Winf, as the number of nodes or flows353
increases, it uses conservative mechanisms, reducing its performance especially concerning received packets.354

WCP obtains better results than TCP-AP with rt-Winf. WCP uses explicit congestion information between355
nodes that trigger rate changes, making it behave with good efficiency and fairly. As XCP-Winf uses the rt-Winf356
mechanism as its base estimation tool, it has a precise feedback communication mechanism between all the nodes357
along the path using total network cooperation, and it is able to better use the channel with less losses, resulting358
in a more efficient and accurate behavior.359

Figure ??, Figure ??0 and Figure 11 show the results for the ad-hoc topology scenario. In this scenario, we360
can see that rt-Winf clearly improves TCP-AP performance, compared to TCPAP and WCP. However, TCP-AP361
with rt-Winf still reflects some With the increase of the number of flows, TCP-AP with rt-winf becomes less362
efficient, as it is only relying on the 4-hop propagation delay and the AIMD process, not considering the entire363
network topology for its rate changes. This is shown by being able to obtain good throughput results, compared364
to XCP-Winf, when the network is not heavily loaded. When increasing the number of nodes, number of flows365
and the mobility density, TCP-AP with rt-Winf becomes more inefficient, reducing significantly its throughput366
and the number of received packets when compared to the other approaches. TCP-AP with rt-Winf is also more367
fair than TCP-AP to mobility changes, but it still shows an unstable behavior. WCP has overall good results:368
although being an hybrid approach, it uses a more effective congestion and control interval, as all nodes within369
the congestion neighborhood mark packets with congestion indicators, triggering rate reductions more efficiently370
at the source.371

10 b) WE TCP-AP372

This section presents the simulation results of WE TCP-AP in both mesh and ad-hoc scenarios.373
Figure ??2, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the performance metrics. In terms of received packets, as observed374

in Figure 14, it is possible to see that WE TCP-AP is able to use more efficiently TCP-AP has a very conservative375
behavior, as it allows a good throughput with less received packets. This behavior is clearly improved with WE376
TCP-AP. The delay values, in Figure 13, are also reduced reinforcing the fact that this new proposal is much377
more efficient and fair, with better medium usage, than the base protocol. The better results are still obtained378
by XCP-Winf, but it is closely followed by WE TCP-AP: it is clear that the use of MAC layer information and379
the node path contention count is making WE TCP-AP to react more efficiently to the network dynamics.380

Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17 show WE TCP-AP results in the ad-hoc network scenarios, as defined381
before. the medium, as it can transmit more packets increasing overall throughput results. More received packets382
means that more transmissions are allowed, thus WE TCP-AP is behaving more fairly. With these improvements,383
the network can transmit with a higher rate and incurring less losses. As more packets are transmitted, more384
throughput is obtained and the medium is better and more efficiently used. This allows node path contention385
clearly improves base TCP-AP performance behavior. It is possible to conclude that, with more nodes and flows386
in the network, WE TCP-AP is more efficient than the standard TCP-AP proposal. XCP-Winf uses an explicit387
congestion control notification mechanism for an accurate rate change and relies in the link capacity at the388
MAC layer information; in this scenario, it is also able to operate more efficiently than WE TCP-AP, specially389
concerning the number of received packets. WE TCP-AP is not a pure rate-based congestion control mechanism390
with explicit feedback, thus it is not reacting quickly to network changes. The AIMD process of WE TCP-AP391
still introduces some instability and behavior problems.392

WE TCP-AP, as opposed to TCP-AP, is considering a fair share of the unused bandwidth, that results from393
the use of the node path contention count, making it behave more efficiently and For a better understanding of394
how the factor R is influencing WE TCP-AP behavior, a central network chain scenario was defined. It must be395
noted that the standard TCP-AP 4-hop propagation delay assumes that ”every fourth node can transmit in a396
multi-hop chain topology”. On this scenario, it was used the proposed version of WE TCP-AP and the TCP-AP397
with rt-Winf version. The chain scenario consists of a network divided in three parts. Figure 18 depicts the398
network topology with four chains of nodes. The application used simulates a FTP transfer. The results are399
shown in Figure 19, Figure ??0 and Figure ??1. The presented results clearly show that, with the increase of400
the chain nodes, TCP-AP with rt-Winf has worse results: it becomes less efficient an less accurate, as it is not401
considering the unused share of bandwidth. WE TCP-AP, on the other hand, is more accurate, since the available402
bandwidth and capacity As TCP is the most used and deployed congestion control protocol on the Internet, it is403
important, as described on [27], to analyze how WE TCP-AP flows interact and compete with TCP. To analyze404
how friendly WE TCP-AP is, we use the average data rate over time for each flow, thus allowing to observe405
how bandwidth is being managed between TCP and the WE TCPAP proposal. This is called the utility of a406
congestion control mechanism against TCP.407

The evaluation scenarios consist of a 1000mx1000m area, divided in three distinct parts. In the left side area,408
with 250mx250m, we have two mobile source nodes: one source node is configured to use only the standard TCP,409
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11 VIII.

and the other source We have defined two evaluation scenarios. One scenario contains each source generating 8410
FTP flows, with packets of 1500 bytes. In the other scenario we have each source generating sixteen FTP flows.411
The simulations last 120 seconds. The obtained results are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23.412

From the utility results, it is possible to observe that, on both situations, the TCP flow grows faster and413
gains more bandwidth on the beginning. However, as WE TCP-AP is a hybrid approach, keeping unchanged414
the AIMD process of TCP and being updated with an evaluation and measurement process, it quickly adjusts415
to TCP behavior, thus, allowing a fair share of network resources.416

11 VIII.417

This paper proposed a new approach to congestion control, based on TCP-AP and a new wireless inference418
mechanism, rt-Winf. rt-Winf measures the wireless capacity and the available bandwidth of wireless links, and419
feeds this information to TCPAP, through a cross-layer communication process. Two different improvements420
were also considered on the new approach: the awareness of collision probability on the available bandwidth421
approach, and the node path contention count on the 4-hop propagation delay approach.422

The performance evaluation study of the proposed congestion control mechanism shows that the integration of423
rt-Winf and the proposed enhancements allow to make TCP-AP behavior more efficient, resulting in better overall424
network performance. Using rt-Winf, that works in the MAC layer, it is possible to perform link capacity and425
available bandwidth calculations without interfering in the network dynamics, allowing to significantly improve426
TCPAP performance. The node path contention also significantly improves TCP-AP performance, with more427
noticeable results for larger chains of nodes. This congestion control mechanism is denoted as WE TCP-AP.428

As future work, we plan to work on the wider evaluation of the congestion control approach, using for example,429
new comparison baselines and protocols. An effort will also be made in creating a future test bed for understanding430
how the proposed mechanism is affected by different conditions and parameters, in a real environment. Year431
2016 ( ) 1 2 3432
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